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Automatic LPC Compatible King diagnostic Card 

The invention of this LPC Automatic diagnostic card is a complete technical breakthrough to 

allow over hundreds of new addon converters. If using the jumper design, the diagnostic card 

cannot hold all the different types of the jumpers. 

 

One card for all, no limitation to which brand of motherboards to work with. 

 

Quick facts: 

1 Regardless of the motherboard brands and models to be tested. 

No risk of causing shorts / damages to the motherboards by connecting the bundle of the jumper 

pins or converter connector in a wrong way to the motherboards. 

 

2. LPC connection fail safe design. 

When the LPC pins on motherboards are over 12 or even 30 pins in total, no need to align the pin 

1 on the LPC diagnostic card to the motherboard LPC port pin1; That’s ok to connect the LPC 

diagnostic card to the motherboard LPC pins the other way around. Either way, won’t short the 

motherboards. 

Worry free and safe to install to the motherboard in the different way. 

 

3. no need to collect a bundle of the different converters or connectors in advanced. That is 

difficult to pick up the correct one among all the other converters for use; also easy to lost the 
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converters as well. 

 

4. one card is all we needed. 

Bonus saving life time upgrade support and first time annual free upgrade support for certain rare 

type motherboards that need the special converters to work. 

No need to keep purchasing the additional diagnostic cards or adding more converter boards time 

after time. 

 

5. RUN LED indicates the working status of the CPU processor. 

 

6. Precise diagnosis results, codes 31 won’t show as code 00 anymore, the diagnosis process 

continue after the code 26. 

 

7. Mobile and smart phone Apps support. User interactive multimedia enriched pictures and text 

descriptions guide users how to use easily. 

Available in English and Chinese language 

 

Dual side Digital display units 

 

The ergonomic design of the double side digital displays helps the viewing of the diagnostic codes 

much more easily and conveniently. Viewing of the diagnostic codes will not be hindered by the 

other components on the motherboard. 

 

 

 

Regardless of using the standard PCI bus or LPC interface connectionm, both sides of the digital 

codes display units will show the diagnostic codes. 
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MP2C V6 Structural Diagram 

 

 

LPC fully Automatic features: 

 

“Fully Automatic” here means that the diagnostic card is capable of automatically scan and 

recognize the different LPC pins layouts on the different motherboards. 

 

The advantages: 

1. no need to use any converter card or jumper settings to connect the diagnostic card to the 

motherboard 

a. Compatible with the earlier known and the new latest types LPC connectors. In the case 

that the LPC connector on the motherboard is new to the diagnostic card, we need not to 
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purchase the other new diagnostic card or looking for the new converter adapter for the 

LPC to work, just need to upgrade the current diagnostic card. 

b. There will not be further damage to the motherboard at all for connecting the LPC 

converter or adapter in the wrong way. 

c. No need to prepare a complete set of the different converter cards in advance or having 

hassle of missing some converters from the complete set when needed to do the 

diagnosis. 

 

2 no need to know the motherboard brand name or the motherboard model numbers in 

advanced, just stay focus in testing the motherboard directly, 

 

Plug to USB port to get the power to the diagnostic card first 

 

Before putting the diagnostic card to use, the card needs the electrical power in advanced. 

We can get the power to the diagnostic card by connecting to the computer USB connector. 

Ok to use the mobile phone charging USB cable. Or order as needed. 

 

 

 

LPC large and small pin layout connectors 

 Both large and small LPC pins connectors come with the Pin 1. This 

indicates the first pin of the LPC connector 

 When using the LPC connector to diagnose the computer, align the 

pin1 from the tester LPC connector to the motherboard LPC port pin1. 
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This is truth for all different brands of the motherboards. 

 The failsafe LPC connection. If the LPC pins on the motherboard are 

more than the 12 pins or more, just install the tester LPC connector to 

the motherboard LPC ports regardless which pin to align with. Try the 

different connection combinations until the codes are running on the 

tester unit. 

 If cannot get the codes, please contact the support for assistance and 

the tester upgrade. 

 

The following methods of installing the LPC diagnostic card to the 

motherboards LPC ports are all correct: 

 

 

Regardless of the pin layouts on the motherboard, most of time, the LPC 

pins will not 100% use all pins on the motherboard or sometimes just use  
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some pins on the motherboard. 

Graphic demonstration : installing the LPC test card to the 

motherboard LPC ports: 

 Align the 1st pin of the LPC tester (pin1 marked with a small White 

Down arrow) to the motherboard LPC port 1st pin (mostly marked 

with the small number 1 as well) 
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 If install the LPC connector to the wrong LPC pins on the 

motherboard, the test card will not work, and will not damage the 

motherboard. Try again till get the codes to run on the tester unit 

 

The Gamen motherboard without RAM module showing the diagnostic codes “53”. 
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Onda motherboard passes the diagnosis and showing ok Code “Ad”  

 

The following LPC pin1 and motherboard pin1 are not aligned. 

Should align the small white arrow on the LPC diagnostic card to the 

motherboard Pin1 pins. 
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When there is a missing pin (the breaker pin that helps to installing the 

LPC device to the motherboard correctly) on the motherboard LPC ports, 

just treat that pin is there and install the LPC diagnostic card to the 

motherboard. 
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Since different motherboard LPC ports layout are different with the 

breaker pins at the different positions, our diagnostic cards breaker pin 

connectors are designed to work with full pins scenario. So will not bent 

any pins on the motherboards. 

How to identify the LPC ports on the different motherboards Part 

1/2 

Here are some examples: 

Please take note that the LPC ports on the different series of the 

motherboard in the same brand may have different layouts or orientations; 

please connect the diagnostic units to the motherboards accordingly. 
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How to identify the LPC ports on the different motherboards Part 

2/2 

1. At the time this user guide is binding, we have found the other 3 new 

LPC connectors on the market. We keep constant checking on the new 

LPC connection types on the markets, tester will work mostly with the 

LPC pins, in the case there is new LPC connection type not support by 

the diagnostic cards, please contact customer supports for the free 

upgrade on the tester unit (first year free). 

2. Tester will not damage the motherboards if install the tester LPC 

connectors in the wrong orientation or at the different pins settings to 

the motherboard LPC ports. Try locate the pin1 first, if cannot, just try 
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again at any combination settings until the codes are running on the 

diagnostic card unit. If still cannot get the codes, please contact 

support for assistance. 

 

Upgrade info 

When the motherboard has the LPC, Debug, TPM connectors that are not 

getting the codes to the LPC tester, please contact support for the upgrade, 

again, 1st year free, lifetime bonus savings on the upgrade. 

Qiguan reserves the final rights on the upgrade 

Precaution when using PCI connectors 

 Install the diagnostic card to the computer standard PCI slot 

 When using the PCI connection, please do not connect the USB for 

power again. But connecting the USB as well will not damage the 

computer. 

 DO NOT install the diagnostic card PCI connector to the other non 

PCI connector; this will damage the tester and/or motherboard. 

Please take note that the standard PCI slot is the white connector in the 

following picture: 
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Examples of Non PCI connectors : 

 

LED lights quick reference: 
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AUX3.3V LED 

 When installing the diagnostic card into the PCI slot, ATX power 

supply is connected to the main, this AUX3.3V LED will lit before 

the PC is power ON or after power OFF. 

  When powering ON the computer, this AUX3.3V LED is dim, check 

the Bios to see if the power saving mode is enabled.  
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 LPC connector does not come with this LED signal, so this LED will 

remain OFF on LPC interface. 

 

RUN LED 

 The RUN LED relies on very few components on the motherboard to 

work. Its faulty rate is extremely low. Even installing the diagnostic 

card to the faulty PCI slot or when all other signal LEDs are OFF, this 

RUN LED probably can still work and turns ON to indicate that the 

motherboard used to run. So we can use this feature to help diagnose 

the following problems : 

1. the diagnostic card is faulty 

2. the diagnostic card is incompatible with the motherboard being 

tested. 

3. the diagnostic card been installed to the faulty PCI slot or to the 

other motherboard connectors that cannot run the diagnostic 

process. 

4. the diagnostic card is having the poor contact with the PCI slot 
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due to the following reasons: a. not probably installed to the 

motherboard; b. the diagnostic card pins are getting dirty to 

provide the good contacts. C. metal pins are getting rusty. 

5. motherboard is dead 

6. motherboard is executing the other command unrelated to the 

diagnostic process 

 

As soon as the CPU processor has run, this RUN LED will light, even 

though the CPU stopped working after the initial CPU works. 

How to check this RUN LED: take the CPU off the motherboard, power 

on to see if this LED is ON or OFF, if ON, this LED signal is faulty. 

 

RESET Signal LED 

 When using the PCI slot, this RESET Signal LED will indicate the 

reset activity on the PCI slot. Power on the computer or pressing the 

Reset button on the computer, this RST LED will flash half to one 

second quickly, this is the correct activity. 

If this RST LED remains ON steady, the RST pins on the motherboard 

could have wrongly connected to the motherboard acceleration switch or 

the reset circuitry on the motherboard is faulty. 
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 When using the LPC connector, Reset signal is the signal send from 

the motherboard to the LPC diagnostic card. MP2C-V6 does not rely 

on the Reset signal, it can reset itself. Just need to check on the digital 

diagnostic codes. Even there is no RST LED signal on using the LPC 

interface, we cannot conclude that the motherboard is having the 

faulty reset circuitry. 

 

Clock Main Bus Clock Signal LED 

1. as shown in the following picture, the CLK represents the Clock 

signal of 33MHZ or 66MHZ. 

2. This CLK LED lit when there is clock signal pulse. Some 

motherboard turns this LED off after the computer boot up. 

3. Sometimes, this LED flash fast enough to be detected, this is normal 

clock LED activity. 
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12V Signal LED 

 When using the PCI slot, this LED will indicate the PCI slot 12V 

voltage. Empty motherboard with powers ON, this 12V LED should 

remains ON steady, otherwise, the 12V voltage is faulty. 

 When using the LPC alone, there is no 12V voltage on the LPC bus, 

so this LED will be OFF on LPC interface. 

 

-12V Signal LED 

 When using the PCI slot, this LED will indicate the PCI slot -12V 

voltage. Empty motherboard with powers ON, this -12V LED should 

remains ON steady, otherwise, the -12V voltage is faulty. 

 When using the LPC alone, there is no -12V voltage on the LPC bus, 

so this LED will be OFF on LPC interface. 
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Bios codes and features introduction 

 Bios codes consist of 2 digital codes and are defined differently by the 

different Bios manufacturers. 

 When using the diagnostic card on the PCI / LPC connectors, 

diagnostic card will show the Bios codes for the corresponding bus 

connectors. Not all motherboards have the Bios codes. 

 When installing the diagnostic card to the above buses and showing 

the Bios codes “NO”, this means that there is no Bios codes can be 

retrieved from the current bus (PCI / LPC) connector. 
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Bios diagnostic features: 

1. After the Diagnostic card shows a series of the codes, Bios codes 

stopped at the “FF”, “00” or “Ad”, this indicates that the motherboard 

passed self diagnosis. If powering on the motherboard, the Bios codes 

show “No” instantly and no code changing, this indicates that the 

motherboard does not work. Please see the section “How to interpret 

the diagnostic codes “NO”” for more details. 

2. Some motherboards have the known issues, but the diagnostic codes 

show no error, this could be the reason that the error reporting feature 

been set to disable in the Bios.  So there will not be error codes for 

non critical errors and the diagnostic card will keep going to show the 

final OK codes such as code “FF” or code “00”. 

Solution: change the Bios setting and configuration to report all errors. 

Must power off and power on the computer again after save and exit this 

Bios setting change.  

After this Bios setting change, even this is non critical error, the 

diagnostic card can pickup the error codes. Users can then proceed to the 

troubleshooting and repair process next. 

3. Due to the reason that there are different new types of motherboards 

and models as well as the new Bios codes update periodically, Bios 

POST codes tables cannot assure the 100% accuracy and complete. 

Thus, the Bios codes in this manual can only be used as reference. 
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Computer manufacturers and the Bios designers should have the most 

up-to-date Bios codes descriptions. 

4. Same motherboard different PCI slots, only certain specific PCI slot 

gets the complete diagnostic codes. Eg. Dell810 desktop PC, only the 

PCI slot close to the CPU gets the complete diagnostic codes and let 

the diagnostic card to run through the diagnostic process till the final 

code “FF” or “00”. Comparing to the other PCI slot on the same 

machines, the other PCI slots only get the codes to the code 38 and 

won’t proceed any further. Suggested to try the different PCI slots for 

the diagnosis. 

5. When using the LPC diagnosis, suggested to try reseating the 

diagnostic card LPC connector to the motherboard LPC port a couple 

more times to ensure the good contacts. Also using the diagnostic card 

on the known good motherboard slots and gets the different codes, the 

diagnostic card is working. 

 

How to lookup the Diagnostic codes description: 

Visit the Bios manufacturer to check on the Bios codes descriptions. 

Also check on our Qiguan latest update Bios codes tables and/or the 

Qiguan mobile phone app for the codes lookup. 

Smart phone app, Available in Android (complete and Free), Apple App 

(pending and near the completion). 
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Use the email on the smart phone to receive the APK app download. 

Mobile phone end user App features 

 No need to use small booklet paper manual. Multimedia for user 

interaction, much easier to use than the traditional LCD screen 

diagnostic card that does not allow the user interaction and comes 

with limitation on the display of the diagnostic contents. 

 After installation, no need network connection; allow checking of the 

diagnostic codes description and hardware repair solution anytime 

anywhere. 

 Whenever there is update available, the app will show the popup 

reminder. 
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Smart phone user interface 

 

 

The Advantages of using the USB for power 

1. common USB ports supply 5V standard voltage, easy to use 

2. Not rely on the motherboard LPC 3.3v power supply. Capable of 

testing the motherboard even when the LPC is having the power 

failure. 

3. avoid the common rectifying voltage adding the extra power 

consumption burden to the motherboard LPC bus and thus causing the 

inaccurate test results 

4. Avoid the common rectifying activity reduce the LPC connector 

voltage and thus cause the wrong diagnosis. 

Even using the low voltage 1.8V chips, still cannot compare to the 

original standard voltage supply 

5. Prevent the overloaded common rectifying circuitry from stopping and 

burnt down the protection feature on the LPC bus.So far, no any other 
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LPC diagnostic cards can actually prevent themselves from the burnt 

down. 

6. reduce the diagnostic card failure rate by reducing the amount of 

rectifying diodes on the diagnostic card, more components on the 

same diagnostic card increases the diagnostic failure rate, especially 

the power components high voltage diodes and triodes.the damage 

most of time is the short-circuit or explosions. This is more hazardous 

than the open circuit problem. 

Our engineers used the traditional method during the early stage design 

and done the experiment: 

Used the SchottkyBarrierDiode(SBD) Common Rectification method to 

gain the power voltage supply, the result was totally a lost. 

 That is difficult to list all the nice features on the Qiguan LPC diagnostic 

card, but after more and more uses, we can find how useful and superior 

the Qiguan diagnostic cards are. 

 

 

 

Diagnostic code “no” 

Bios codes “no” indicates that the diagnostic card does not receive the 

Bios code, also same as the initialization code. 
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How to deal with the Bios code “no” when using the PCI interface? 

1. the diagnostic card is having the poor connection with the 

motherboard PCI slot, the diagnostic card shows “ no “ 

suggested action 1. use a paper rubber to clean the diagnostic card pins. 

Suggested action 2. the PCI slot contact lead could have oxidized, getting 

rusty, and other situations such as broken pins, bent pins … etc. We may 

try reseat the diagnostic card a few times on the PCI slot or use the other 

PCI slot. If there is poor connection between the diagnostic card and the 

PCI slot, we may get the diagnostic card not showing digital codes 

display, showing the wrong codes, LED lights not lit, Qiguan diagnosis 

codes report the normal computer working signals as none. 

2. CPU is not working, codes shows “no” and the RUN Led never lit. 

Suggested action: check if motherboard is running, check CPU if that is 
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faulty; check if CPU jumper or CPU settings are correct; also check if 

power supply is supplying the proper voltages and if the motherboard 

CMOs battery is getting corroded. 

 

3. on some motherboards, missing RAM module, incompatible RAM or 

the RAM that failed to pass the tests will also show the codes “no”. 

Suggest using the paper rubber to clean the RAM pins and clean the 

RAM slot and redo the test again. Then check if there are other new 

codes on the diagnostic card. 

4. Faulty Bios on the motherboard 

Suggested to reflash the latest Bios and test again. 

5. Computer boots up ok but still showing “no” 

Double check and make sure there is no poor connection and all the 

connections are ok. If still the same Bios code “no”, the testing slot is not 

getting the Bios signal.  

Suggested to use the other connector (PCI/LPC) to test again. Or use the 

diagnostic card on the other motherboard. As soon as there are different 

codes showing on the other test slot or other motherboard, the diagnostic 

card is working 

6. Qiguan diagnosis codes (only applies to the diagnostic cards that come 

with the 4digtit Qiguan diagnosis codes display) that explained why 

there is no Bios codes.  
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Suggested to follow the Qiguan diagnosis codes to troubleshoot the 

computer and repair the faulty parts first. 

 

How to deal with the code “1no” when using the PCI interface 

 When “1” shows up, the motherboard is resetting. If not, the 

motherboard is not in the process of resetting itself. 

 “1” is the reset signal indicator not the diagnostic code. 

 When powering ON or pressing the Reset button on computer, the 

digit “1” should flash once quickly to indicate a working reset 

circuitry. If this digit keeps steady ON, the motherboard reset pins 

could have connected wrongly to the motherboard accelerated 

switch or the motherboard reset circuitry is faulty. The diagnostic 

code will show “no” when this RST LED is steady ON. 

 On LPC interface, the Reset signal is from the diagnostic card 

itself, not solely indicating the motherboard reset signal, will not 

display the code “1no”|. 

Suggested action: check on the motherboard reset pins and repair the 

reset circuitry if needed, then proceed to the next diagnosis. 

 

What to do when the LPC diagnosis showing codes “no”? 

1. First check on the motherboard LPC port to make sure come with 

the following markings with LPC pins: 
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LPC-DEBUG, LPC, DEBUG, LPC1, DEBUG PORT, JLPC, 

LPC_CON, LPC-DEBUG, LPC/TPM1, JTPM1, TPMS1, TPM etc. 

2. next is to find the pin1 on the motherboard LPC port 

3. make sure above 2 conditions are met, then select the large or 

small LPC connectors on the diagnostic card and install the card 

to the motherboard LPC port with the pin1 aligned. 

4. check if the diagnostic card is connected to the USB when 

installing to the motherboard LPC port 

5. if all above steps are done correctly and the diagnostic card still 

showing code “no”, motherboard LPC connector pins could have 

been oxidized, try reseat the diagnostic card on the LPC port a 

few more times(Attn: remove the USB to the diagnostic card and 

remove the power source to the motherboard when reseating the 

card on the LPC port). This can prevent the poor connections from 

causing the wrong diagnostic result. 

6. CPU is not working, codes showing “no”  and the RUN Led is 

OFF. First, check on the CPU if that is getting the power and is 

running by touching the CPU to feel if it is warming up after 

powered ON. 

7. on some motherboards, missing RAM modules, incompatible 

RAM or the RAM that failed to pass the tests will also show the 

codes “no”. Suggest using the paper rubber to clean the RAM pins 
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and clean the RAM slot, reinstall the RAM,  then redo the test 

again. Check if there are new diagnostic codes displaying on the 

diagnostic card. 

8. Motherboard Bios faulty, try reflash the Bios and do the diagnosis 

again. If not familiar with Bios update reflash, please skip this 

step. 

9. Computer boots up normally but still showing the code “no”. 

Suggest to double check there is no poor connection on testing connectors 

and all the connections are ok. If still the same Bios code “no”, the testing 

slot is not getting the Bios signal.  

Suggested to use the other connectors (PCI / LPC) to test again. Or use 

the diagnostic card on the other motherboard. As soon as there are 

different codes showing on the other test slot or other motherboard, the 

diagnostic card is working 

 

10. Qiguan diagnosis codes (only applies to the diagnostic cards that 

comes with the 4digit Qiguan diagnosis digital display) that 

explained why there is no Bios codes. Suggested to follow the 

Qiguan diagnosis codes to troubleshoot the computer and repair 

the faulty parts first. 
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Different LPC conversion modes comparisons 
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2 bit BIOS CODE 

For MP2C V6/KQCPET6-H/KQMET6/KQSW4 
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